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Comments and Comments and 
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handout are welcome!handout are welcome!

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors

• Coordinates

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

•• Different values, depending on CSDifferent values, depending on CS
•• We want to formulate physical laws in a We want to formulate physical laws in a form invariantform invariant mannermanner
•• We want formalism which applies to We want formalism which applies to anyany CS (not only Cartesian)CS (not only Cartesian)

Set of                                      numbersSet of                                      numbers
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• Scalar

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Example: Charge of a particleExample: Charge of a particle

Single numerical value, Single numerical value, 
independent of coordinate independent of coordinate 
systemsystem

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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• Contravariant vector

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Example: Velocity of a particleExample: Velocity of a particle

tangent vector to the curve tangent vector to the curve 
is an prototype of what one is an prototype of what one 
contravariantcontravariant vector vector 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def: Def: ContravariantContravariant vector        (quantity with       components)vector        (quantity with       components)

which components in different CS are related by thi s which components in different CS are related by thi s 
transformation law for any coordinate transformatio ntransformation law for any coordinate transformatio n

coordinate transformation coordinate transformation 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def: Def: covariantcovariant vectorvector

for all for all contravariantcontravariant vectors        and all   vectors        and all   

Remark: The sum is called the scalar product of        and Remark: The sum is called the scalar product of        and 

transformationtransformation
behaviorbehavior
transformationtransformation
behaviorbehavior

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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• Covariant vector
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Example: Momentum of a particleExample: Momentum of a particle

covariantcovariant vector has the vector has the 
transformation behavior of a transformation behavior of a 
11--form form 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def: Def: KroneckerKronecker (1823(1823--1891) symbol1891) symbol

Convention: Summation over repeated indicesConvention: Summation over repeated indices

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:                         Def:                         contravariantcontravariant tensortensor of rank of rank 

if the sum with     covariant         vectors  is a  scalarif the sum with     covariant         vectors  is a  scalar

Now we are ready for objects with more than one ind ex (Now we are ready for objects with more than one ind ex (multilinearmultilinear
objects)objects)

•• The word The word ““ tensortensor ”” was introduced by W.R. Hamilton in the context of al gebraic was introduced by W.R. Hamilton in the context of al gebraic 
systems in 1846systems in 1846

•• In its current usage by W. Voigt in 1899In its current usage by W. Voigt in 1899

•• Tensor calculus developed ~ 1890 by G. RicciTensor calculus developed ~ 1890 by G. Ricci --CubastroCubastro (1853(1853--1925)1925)

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Example:  Transformation behavior Example:  Transformation behavior 

Example:  Electromagnetic field Example:  Electromagnetic field 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:                                                  Def:                                                  mixed tensormixed tensor of rank of rank 

if the sum with     if the sum with     contravariantcontravariant vectors  and vectors  and 
covariant vectors             is a scalarcovariant vectors             is a scalar

Example:  Transformation behavior rankExample:  Transformation behavior rank

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Important: Important: SoSo--far introduced all notions in general far introduced all notions in general affineaffine ((notnot
only for metric) only for metric) spacesspaces

•• Rules:Rules:
1.1. Product of two tensor Product of two tensor 

2.2. Contraction of a tensorContraction of a tensor

3.3. Sum of two tensors Sum of two tensors 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:  Def:  AntisymmetricAntisymmetric part part (of a rank 2 tensor)(of a rank 2 tensor)

Symmetric part Symmetric part (of a rank 2 tensor) (of a rank 2 tensor) 

•• The (antiThe (anti --)symmetry property will be conserved in all CS)symmetry property will be conserved in all CS

•• If                             we call               totally If                             we call               totally antisymmetricantisymmetric (# components                )(# components                )

•• If                             we call               totally syIf                             we call               totally sy mmetric (# components                )mmetric (# components                )

•• Example: Electromagnetic field Example: Electromagnetic field 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Caution: When we Caution: When we 
speak about tensors speak about tensors 
we actually mean we actually mean 
tensor fields (on some tensor fields (on some 
diff. manifold       )diff. manifold       )

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Question: Question: Is it possible to construct new tensor fields by Is it possible to construct new tensor fields by 
differentiating given ones?differentiating given ones?

Example 1: Example 1: Scalar fieldScalar field

Answer: Answer: Yes!  Yields a covariant vector field  Yes!  Yields a covariant vector field  

(Because of                               )(Because of                               )

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Example 2: Example 2: Covariant Covariant vectorfieldvectorfield

Answer: Answer: NoNo!  Does !  Does notnot yield a covariant tensor field  yield a covariant tensor field  

Since we are not only interested in linear but Since we are not only interested in linear but 
generalgeneral coordinate transformations we need coordinate transformations we need 
something newsomething new

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Assume: Assume: 

This clearly shows that in CS         we have to in troduce a newThis clearly shows that in CS         we have to in troduce a new
coordinate dependentcoordinate dependent quantity quantity 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Requirement: Requirement: 

Derive transformation properties of  Derive transformation properties of  

Strategy: Introduce nonStrategy: Introduce non --tensorialtensorial quantity                 to fix things in all CSquantity                 to fix things in all CS

tensor in CS tensor in CS 

tensor in CStensor in CS

Affine connectionAffine connection

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Properties of the Properties of the affine connectionaffine connection : : 

1.1. independent componentsindependent components

2.2. Difference of two connections is a tensorDifference of two connections is a tensor

3.3. connection   then           connection  connection   then           connection  

4.4. is a symmetric connection  (               componen tis a symmetric connection  (               componen ts)s)

5.5. is a tensor (sois a tensor (so --called called torsiontorsion ))

6.6. A general nonA general non --symmetric connection can be written in the formsymmetric connection can be written in the form

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• TheoremTheorem

Even for Even for nonnon --symmetricsymmetric connections!connections!

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:  Def:  The tensor of rankThe tensor of rank

is calledis called covariant derivative covariant derivative of the VF of the VF 

•• Properties: Properties: 

1.1. for scalarsfor scalars

2.2. For tensors     For tensors     

Derive rules for Derive rules for contravariantcontravariant VF and mixed VF and mixed 
tensorstensors

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:  Def:  Covariant derivative of a tensor of rankCovariant derivative of a tensor of rank

•• Warning: Warning: In general covariant derivates of an object In general covariant derivates of an object 
do notdo not commute! commute! 

•• Covariant derivative increases rankCovariant derivative increases rank

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Def:  Def:  Covariant derivative of a tensor of rankCovariant derivative of a tensor of rank

•• Warning: Warning: In general covariant derivates of an object In general covariant derivates of an object 
do notdo not commute! commute! 

•• Covariant derivative increases rankCovariant derivative increases rank

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Connection plays role in the parallel transport of quantities Connection plays role in the parallel transport of quantities 
(infinitesimally):(infinitesimally):

Def:  Def:  Absolute derivative & parallel transportAbsolute derivative & parallel transport

is is parallellyparallelly transported along curvetransported along curve

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Careful: Careful: In general the parallel transport will In general the parallel transport will not onlynot only depend depend 
on the endpoints P and Q but also on the curveon the endpoints P and Q but also on the curve
connecting the two points           connecting the two points           

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Now consider a special type of curves, namely those  along which Now consider a special type of curves, namely those  along which 
the tangent vector to the curve equals the the tangent vector to the curve equals the parallellyparallelly transported transported 
tangent vector at any point of the curvetangent vector at any point of the curve

Def:  Def:  AutoparallelAutoparallel is a curve is a curve 

Think of those curves as the Think of those curves as the ““ straighteststraightest ”” possible curves possible curves 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Differential equation which has to be fulfilled at every point oDifferential equation which has to be fulfilled at every point o f f 
these special curves:these special curves:

•• Remarks:Remarks:

1.1. Its solution will be completely determined by a poi nt P and the Its solution will be completely determined by a poi nt P and the direction of the direction of the 
tangent vector at Ptangent vector at P

2.2. If        is a nonIf        is a non --symmetric connection only the symmetric part contri butes to thissymmetric connection only the symmetric part contri butes to this
equationequation

•• Simpler form by Simpler form by reparametrizationreparametrization , choose , choose 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Task: Task: Compute antiCompute anti --symmetric part of the 2symmetric part of the 2 ndnd covariant covariant 
derivative of a VF derivative of a VF 

•• RemarksRemarks

1.1. AntisymmetricAntisymmetric in last two indices          in last two indices          

2.2. If                         then  If                         then  

3.3. Two possible contractionsTwo possible contractions

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Theorem 1:Theorem 1:

•• Theorem 2:Theorem 2:

The result of The result of parallel transportparallel transport between P and Q along paths which lie entirely in V  between P and Q along paths which lie entirely in V  
is is path independentpath independent if                        in  V (necessary and suff icient)if                        in  V (necessary and suff icient)

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Up to this point:Up to this point:

•• Metric space:  Space in which a prescription is giv en to attribuMetric space:  Space in which a prescription is giv en to attribu te a te a 
scalar distance to each pair of neighboring pointsscalar distance to each pair of neighboring points

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Connected spaces Connected spaces 

Riemannian space Riemannian space 

Euclidean Euclidean 
space space 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Examples:Examples:

1.1. 3d Euclidean space (in Cartesian CS)3d Euclidean space (in Cartesian CS)

2.2. 4d 4d MinkowskiMinkowski space (in Cartesian CS)space (in Cartesian CS)

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

In general coordinates:                                         In general coordinates:                                         line element line element 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• In order to uniquely determined it needs to be symm etricIn order to uniquely determined it needs to be symm etric

•• In general Riemannian spaces the metric can be arbi trarily functIn general Riemannian spaces the metric can be arbi trarily funct ions of the ions of the 
coordinatescoordinates

•• In general not possible to reduce them to the simpl e form as in In general not possible to reduce them to the simpl e form as in MinkowskiMinkowski or or 
Euclidean spaceEuclidean space

•• Allows us to construct a scalar                              , wAllows us to construct a scalar                              , which generalizes the scalar hich generalizes the scalar 
product from Euclidean spaceproduct from Euclidean space

•• Remember: In affine spaces (nonRemember: In affine spaces (non --metric!) we could form the scalar product only metric!) we could form the scalar product only 
from a covariant and a from a covariant and a contravariantcontravariant vectorvector

•• Allows for the definition of a covariant equivalent  to a Allows for the definition of a covariant equivalent  to a contravariantcontravariant vector:vector:

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Metric tensor Metric tensor 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Hence we can raise and lower indices with the metri c, generalizaHence we can raise and lower indices with the metri c, generaliza tion to tensors of tion to tensors of 
any rank is straightforward:any rank is straightforward:

•• Note: The fundamental distinction between Note: The fundamental distinction between contravariantcontravariant and covariant tensors and covariant tensors 
does does notnot exist in Riemannian spaces!exist in Riemannian spaces!

•• In analogy to Euclidean space we can postulate that  the scalar pIn analogy to Euclidean space we can postulate that  the scalar p roduct defines roduct defines 
the angle between two vectorsthe angle between two vectors

•• The The contravariantcontravariant form of the metric is given by:form of the metric is given by:

•• We will actually work in pseudoWe will actually work in pseudo --Riemannian Riemannian spacetimespacetime , i.e. metric can be , i.e. metric can be 
(positive, negative, in)(positive, negative, in) --definitedefinite

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• For a given metric, and at any given point P, it is  always possiFor a given metric, and at any given point P, it is  always possi ble to find a CT ble to find a CT 
such that the transformed metric has diagonal form with +1 and such that the transformed metric has diagonal form with +1 and --1 on the diagonal1 on the diagonal

•• In the diagonal form the number of +1 and In the diagonal form the number of +1 and --1 does not change if we only consider 1 does not change if we only consider 
real transformationsreal transformations

•• Difference of the #minus and #plus is called signat ure of Difference of the #minus and #plus is called signat ure of spacetimespacetime (examples: (i) (examples: (i) 
Euclidean space: 0 (ii) Euclidean space: 0 (ii) MinkowskiMinkowski space: 2)space: 2)

•• Recall: In general parallel transport defined Recall: In general parallel transport defined w.r.tw.r.t . to a general connection. In . to a general connection. In 
Riemannian space there is a special connection deri ved directly Riemannian space there is a special connection deri ved directly from the metric from the metric 
tensor:tensor:

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

ChristoffelChristoffel --symbolssymbols

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• This connection is used exclusively in Riemannian g eometryThis connection is used exclusively in Riemannian g eometry

•• The Riemannian connection is symmetric, and makes t he metric The Riemannian connection is symmetric, and makes t he metric covariantlycovariantly
constant:constant:

•• Of course one can make the Riemannian connection va nish in speciOf course one can make the Riemannian connection va nish in speci al CS (the al CS (the 
more general statement regarding affine connections  was already more general statement regarding affine connections  was already discussed)discussed)

•• We are now able to measure lengths in Riemannian spa ceWe are now able to measure lengths in Riemannian spa ce

•• We can use the proper length as a curve parameter, t he tangent vWe can use the proper length as a curve parameter, t he tangent v ector along a ector along a 
curve is normalized if we use the proper length as a curve paramcurve is normalized if we use the proper length as a curve param etereter

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Def: Proper length Def: Proper length 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Now: Use the proper length in the Now: Use the proper length in the autoparallelautoparallel equationequation

•• Result: The proper length           is an affine pa rameter of thResult: The proper length           is an affine pa rameter of th e e autoparallelautoparallel

•• In Riemannian spaces the connection will be given b y the In Riemannian spaces the connection will be given b y the ChristoffelChristoffel symbolsymbol

•• AutoparallelsAutoparallels in Riemannian space will be called geodesicsin Riemannian space will be called geodesics

•• Geodesics between two points are curves of Geodesics between two points are curves of extremalextremal lengthlength

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Geodesic equation Geodesic equation 

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Curvature in a Riemannian spaceCurvature in a Riemannian space

•• PropertiesProperties

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.

4.4.

5.5.

6.6.

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors
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•• Other tensors build from the curvature tensorOther tensors build from the curvature tensor

•• PropertiesProperties

1.1. Only nonOnly non --vanishing contraction!vanishing contraction!

2.2.

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors

Ricci tensor Ricci tensor 

Ricci scalar Ricci scalar 
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•• Other tensors build from the curvature tensorOther tensors build from the curvature tensor

•• PropertiesProperties

1.1.

2.2.

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors

Einstein tensor Einstein tensor 
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•• Other tensors build from the curvature tensorOther tensors build from the curvature tensor

•• PropertiesProperties

1.1.

2.2.

3.3.

4.4. ForFor

Geometry and tensorsGeometry and tensors

WeylWeyl tensor tensor 
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•• Theory formulated in the form of a force lawTheory formulated in the form of a force law

NewtonNewton ‘‘s theorys theory

Coupling constant Coupling constant 
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•• Now: Introduce gravitational field, i.e. force per unit massNow: Introduce gravitational field, i.e. force per unit mass

NewtonNewton ‘‘s theorys theory

““ quasiquasi ”” field theoretical notionfield theoretical notion

may be expressed by a potentialmay be expressed by a potential

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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NewtonNewton ‘‘s theorys theory

for a point massfor a point mass

Assume that the mass at      generates the gravitat ional fielAssume that the mass at      generates the gravitat ional fiel dd

for a continuous matter for a continuous matter 
distributiondistribution

•• Properties:Properties:
1.1. Scalar theory, since we have scalar potential and t herefore a scScalar theory, since we have scalar potential and t herefore a sc alar alar 

source of the fieldsource of the field

2.2. FEQ is a linear partial differential equation of 2FEQ is a linear partial differential equation of 2 ndnd orderorder

3.3. Theory based on preTheory based on pre --relativistic concepts of absolute space and relativistic concepts of absolute space and 
time:time:
1.1. Field      has no dynamical propertiesField      has no dynamical properties
2.2. NewtonNewton ’’s theory represents an s theory represents an ““ actionaction --atat--aa--distancedistance ”” theorytheory

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Keep in mind: Keep in mind: NewtonNewton ’’s theory is an s theory is an extremelyextremely successful successful 

theory (in particular when it comes to the theory (in particular when it comes to the 
description of the motion of planets)description of the motion of planets)

•• Task: Task: Formulate a generalization of NewtonFormulate a generalization of Newton ’’s theory which s theory which 
makes use, and goes beyond, the successful conceptmakes use, and goes beyond, the successful concept
of of spacetimespacetime as encountered in SRas encountered in SR

•• Make sure:Make sure:

That the new theory reduces to NewtonThat the new theory reduces to Newton ’’s theory in some s theory in some 
(well(well --defined) limitdefined) limit

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Guideline: Guideline: Special Relativity Special Relativity 

In SR continuous matter is described by a In SR continuous matter is described by a 
stressstress --energyenergy --momentum tensor momentum tensor 

Energy densityEnergy density

Energy fluxEnergy flux
densitydensity

Momentum densityMomentum density

Momentum flux Momentum flux 
density = stressesdensity = stresses

Now: Now: Use a similar structure in the construction of a re lativistic Use a similar structure in the construction of a re lativistic 
theory of gravitationtheory of gravitation

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Attempt 1: Attempt 1: Scalar theory (on a flat background)Scalar theory (on a flat background)

(Historical remark: Such a theory was first propose d by (Historical remark: Such a theory was first propose d by NordstrNordstr ööm)m)

scalar source, close to scalar source, close to 
the situation in Newtonthe situation in Newton ’’s s 
theorytheory

flat flat MinkowskiMinkowski metric as in SRmetric as in SR

FEQ:FEQ:

single gravitational potential single gravitational potential coupling constant coupling constant 

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Properties: Properties: 

+ truly relativistic theory+ truly relativistic theory

+ reduces to Newtonian theory in a first approximat ion+ reduces to Newtonian theory in a first approximat ion

-- is in disagreement with observations!is in disagreement with observations!

-- predicts wrong perihelion precession of mercury: predicts wrong perihelion precession of mercury: 
wrong sign as and wrong valuewrong sign as and wrong value

-- zero value for the deflection of lightzero value for the deflection of light

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Attempt 2: Attempt 2: Vector theory Vector theory 

There is There is no straightforwardno straightforward way to construct a vector way to construct a vector 
from the EM tensorfrom the EM tensor

We would have to introduce some additional quantiti esWe would have to introduce some additional quantiti es
over which we contract one of the indicesover which we contract one of the indices

(Note: (Note: Nowadays there are several theories with Nowadays there are several theories with vectorialvectorial
aspects in gravity)aspects in gravity)

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Attempt 3: Attempt 3: TensorialTensorial theory theory 

Rather natural to consider such a step since the pr eviousRather natural to consider such a step since the pr evious
attempts (scalar /  vector) did not workattempts (scalar /  vector) did not work

10 components of       10 components of       
(which act as source of(which act as source of
the gravitational field)the gravitational field)

Corresponding gravitational Corresponding gravitational 
potential should also be a potential should also be a 
symmetric tensor of ranksymmetric tensor of rank

The metric         could The metric         could 
play this role!play this role!

TASK: TASK: Formulate FEQ of this theory         This will be t he FEQ of GRFormulate FEQ of this theory         This will be t he FEQ of GR

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22

Note: Note: Historically the soHistorically the so --called called EEquivalence quivalence PPrinciple (EP) played an important rinciple (EP) played an important 
role in the development of GRrole in the development of GR

The equivalence principle can be viewed as a genera lization of aThe equivalence principle can be viewed as a genera lization of a n n 
assumption which was already very successful in the  Newtonian thassumption which was already very successful in the  Newtonian th eoryeory

gravitational mass        =       inertial massgravitational mass        =       inertial mass

GEO-Q Lecture Week, June 2016

Road to GRRoad to GR

•• Indirect verification: Success of NewtonIndirect verification: Success of Newton ’’s theory, e.g. description of planetary motionss theory, e.g. description of planetary motions

•• Direct verification:Direct verification:

EEöötvtvöös s (1922)(1922)

DickeDicke (1964)(1964)

Assumption in NewtonAssumption in Newton ’’s theorys theory

D. Puetzfeld, http://puetzfeld.org, last update: 2016-06-22

Equivalence Equivalence Gravitational and inertial forces are completely eq uivalent, i.eGravitational and inertial forces are completely eq uivalent, i.e ..
Principle: Principle: they are of an identical nature and consequently it  is they are of an identical nature and consequently it  is 

impossible to separate them in an physical experime nt.impossible to separate them in an physical experime nt.
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Road to GRRoad to GR

•• Consequences:Consequences:

1.1. Gravitational forces (or equivalently gravitational  accelerationGravitational forces (or equivalently gravitational  acceleration s) should be s) should be 
described in the same way as inertial forces (or in ertial acceledescribed in the same way as inertial forces (or in ertial accele rations)rations)

EinsteinEinstein ’’s generalization of the Newtonian equivalence princ iples generalization of the Newtonian equivalence princ iple

(free particle EOM in an inertial frame in (free particle EOM in an inertial frame in MinkowskiMinkowski space)space)

introduce general coordinatesintroduce general coordinates
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Road to GRRoad to GR
introduce general coordinatesintroduce general coordinates

(EOM in general coordinates, i.e. geodesic equation )(EOM in general coordinates, i.e. geodesic equation )

inertial acceleration of the particle, due to the f act that we uinertial acceleration of the particle, due to the f act that we u se a nonse a non --inertial frameinertial frame

linked to inertial accelerationlinked to inertial acceleration

Since the Since the ChristoffelChristoffel symbols can be derived from the metric tensor, we symbols can be derived from the metric tensor, we 
conclude that the metric           plays the role o f the gravitaconclude that the metric           plays the role o f the gravita tional potential tional potential 

Remark: Remark: The The ChristoffelChristoffel symbols will describe the symbols will describe the sumsum of inertial and gravitational accelerations. Accord ing of inertial and gravitational accelerations. Accord ing 
to the EP it will to the EP it will not be possible to split this sum not be possible to split this sum unambigouslyunambigously by any experiment into the inertial by any experiment into the inertial 
and gravitational terms.and gravitational terms.

EP                   EP                   

Switch on gravitySwitch on gravity
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also describe gravitational accelerations                also describe gravitational accelerations                
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Consequences:Consequences:

2. When there are gravitational accelerations prese nt, space 2. When there are gravitational accelerations prese nt, space cannotcannot be the flat be the flat 
MinkowskiMinkowski spacetimespacetime

cannot vanish everywhere cannot vanish everywhere 
(in (in MinkowskiMinkowski space this would be possible)space this would be possible)

Gravitational accelerations presentGravitational accelerations present

THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD WILL BE REPRESENTED THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD WILL BE REPRESENTED 
BY THE FACT THAT SPACETIME IS CURVED BY THE FACT THAT SPACETIME IS CURVED 

The gravitational field has been The gravitational field has been ““ geometrizedgeometrized ””
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Remark: Remark: In this sense acceleration has lost its absolute me aning in GRIn this sense acceleration has lost its absolute me aning in GR
(Compare this to SR, there only velocity has lost i ts absolute m(Compare this to SR, there only velocity has lost i ts absolute m eaning)eaning)

The name The name GeneralGeneral Relativity therefore seems to be an appropriate nam e for the thRelativity therefore seems to be an appropriate nam e for the th eoryeory

Immediate physical consequences:Immediate physical consequences:

1. Light deflected in the gravitational field (whic h couples to 1. Light deflected in the gravitational field (whic h couples to everything)everything)
2. Gravitational 2. Gravitational redshiftredshift

Recall: By definition in an IF the inertial acceler ations shouldRecall: By definition in an IF the inertial acceler ations should vanishvanish

We then would only have gravitational accelerations  presentWe then would only have gravitational accelerations  present

This contradicts the EPThis contradicts the EP
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Road to GRRoad to GR
•• Consequences:Consequences:

3. The non3. The non --existence of global inertial frames in GR existence of global inertial frames in GR 
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Field equationsField equations
•• AnsatzAnsatz : : 

To be specified!To be specified!
TensorialTensorial source (10) source (10) 
(analogy to EM tensor in SR)(analogy to EM tensor in SR)

Requirement:Requirement: FEQ should have Newtonian limitFEQ should have Newtonian limit

should only have derivatives of        up to the 2should only have derivatives of        up to the 2 ndnd orderorder
and should be linear in the 2and should be linear in the 2 ndnd derivativesderivatives

coupling constant coupling constant 

EP EP GeometryGeometry

Result from Riemannian Result from Riemannian 
geometry geometry 

Only tensor which can be constructed from metric fu lfilling (2Only tensor which can be constructed from metric fu lfilling (2 ndnd order + linearity) order + linearity) 
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Field equationsField equations

Simplest choice             leads to                 , turns outSimplest choice             leads to                 , turns out to be too restrictiveto be too restrictive

22ndnd simplest choice                         leads tosimplest choice                         leads to

This form was considered by Einstein, in empty spac e           This form was considered by Einstein, in empty spac e           
which is correct, butwhich is correct, but ……..
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Field equationsField equations
But from SR we have                          which translates inBut from SR we have                          which translates in generalgeneral
CS into                     but this leads to the r equirement thCS into                     but this leads to the r equirement th atat

4 additional equations4 additional equations

10 + 4 equations for 10 quantities10 + 4 equations for 10 quantities

We already know that                                            We already know that                                            fulfillsfulfills

FEQ GRFEQ GR

soso --called cosmological constantcalled cosmological constant
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Field equationsField equations
Task: Task: Determine coupling constant (FEQ should reduce to P oisson eq. Determine coupling constant (FEQ should reduce to P oisson eq. 

in weak + static situation)in weak + static situation)

AnsatzAnsatz ::

(non(non --relativistic matter)relativistic matter)
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Field equationsField equations

Remarks:Remarks:

•• Covariant by construction Covariant by construction 

•• Set of nonSet of non --linear partial differential equations linear partial differential equations 
--> no superposition of solutions> no superposition of solutions

•• Exact solutions only for highly symmetric situation sExact solutions only for highly symmetric situation s

•• Different approximation methods exist  Different approximation methods exist  
--> in particular for weak> in particular for weak --fieldsfields

•• Cosmological constant historically kept to obtain a  closed statCosmological constant historically kept to obtain a  closed stat ic ic 
solution (with homogeneous distribution of matter)solution (with homogeneous distribution of matter)
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Field equationsField equations

Remarks:Remarks:

•• Note the conceptual difference compared to MaxwellNote the conceptual difference compared to Maxwell ’’s theorys theory

(in particular(in particular consequences of                             )consequences of                             )
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Further reading and many referencesFurther reading and many references

Assumptions:Assumptions:

1.1. Exist class of CartesianExist class of Cartesian --like CS:   like CS:   

2.2. Asymptotic flatnessAsymptotic flatness
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Linearized field equationsLinearized field equations
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Linearized field equationsLinearized field equations
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Linearized field equationsLinearized field equations
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Consider CT of the form:Consider CT of the form:
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Linearized field equationsLinearized field equations

Choose          for given           such that Choose          for given           such that 
holds (always possible, sol. of holds (always possible, sol. of inhinh . wave eq.)  . wave eq.)  
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Linearized field equationsLinearized field equations

Remarks:Remarks:

1.1. Note the analogy with MaxwellNote the analogy with Maxwell ’’s equations in Lorentz gauge   s equations in Lorentz gauge   

2.2. Solution can be written down immediately for known source (i.e. Solution can be written down immediately for known source (i.e. 
retarded solution, over retarded solution, over MinkowskianMinkowskian past light cone)past light cone)
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